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1 IntroductionIn designing many traditional information systems and AI systems, a centraltask is to express our knowledge about the underlying domain in some formof dependency relations. In communication and pattern-recognition systems,it is more desirable that the relations be speci�ed using a joint probabilitydistribution (jpd) [2, 8], either in its entirety or in a factorized form. In ma-chine learning [14, 11, 12, 21], to construct classi�cation rules or decision treesis the primary objective. For probabilistic reasoning in AI, algorithms weredeveloped to learn a Bayesian network from data samples [6, 3, 15, 13].In this paper we consider the representation of our knowledge by a Markovnetwork (MN) which is an undirected graph associated with a factorized prob-ability distribution. We have developed an e�cient algorithm to learn a MN ofa probabilistic model (PM) from data samples produced by the model. Sucha representation has a number of advantages as will be discussed in the paper.A description of our algorithm and the preliminary results were presentedin [16]. Though the experimental results are promising, two important is-sues were not addressed. The algorithm employs a greedy search. It was notfully understood why such a myopic search worked so well globally. Secondly,whether a correct MN can be found for any PM was not formally established.In this paper, we formulate the problem as learning an independence map(I-map) and its associated distribution expressed as a MN of a given PM. Wewill prove that, for any given PM, the proposed algorithm returns a correctMN. The proof of this assertion also o�ers deeper insight into the algorithm'sworking mechanism. As the problem of learning a minimal I-map of a given PMis NP-hard in general [1], any polynomial time algorithm would not guaranteeminimality in every case. We show that, however, for a subclass of PMs, theproposed algorithm will indeed return a MN whose structure is a minimalI-map.Section 2 provides the background and terminologies. Section 3 introducesthe algorithm. Section 4 shows that our method produces a Markov networkas a correct dependency model. Section 5 presents a su�cient condition underwhich the algorithm learns a MN whose structure is a minimal I-map. Section 6compares this work with related work in traditional estimation of jpds [2, 8],learning of classi�cation rules [14, 11, 12, 21] and learning of Bayesian networks[6, 3, 15, 13].2 Background and TerminologiesA chord in an undirected graph is a link that connects two nonadjacent nodes.A graph is chordal if every cycle of length > 3 has a chord. A clique of agraph is a maximal set of nodes pairwise linked. A component of a graph is amaximal subgraph that is connected.Let G be a chordal graph. If G is connected, a junction tree (JT) T of Gis a tree whose nodes are labeled by cliques of G such that, for each pair ofnodes of T , their intersection is contained in every node on the unique path2



between them. In general, G may not be connected. A junction forest (JF) Fof G is a set of JTs each of which is a JT of one component of G. Withoutconfusion, we sometimes refer to a node C in F as a clique when the nodes ofG contained in C are of our concern. The intersection of two adjacent cliquesin F is called the sepset of the two cliques.Let X, Y and Z be three subsets of nodes in a graph. We use < XjZjY >to mean that nodes in Z intercept all paths between nodes of X and nodesof Y . In a JF, we use < XjZjY > to mean that either Z is a clique on theunique path between the clique that contains X and the clique that containsY or Z is a sepset on that path.Let N be a set of discrete variables and X � N . A con�guration x ofX is an assignment of values to every variable x 2 X. A probabilistic model(PM) over N is an encoding of probabilistic information that determines theprobability of every con�guration of X for every X � N .A PM over N can be speci�ed by a joint probability distribution (jpd) overN . However, in practice, we often do not have the jpd, but can only obtainmarginal distributions over subsets of N . Our algorithm does not require thejpd as long as there are some independencies among variables. Hence we treatthe PM as a means to obtain the necessary marginals without using the jpd asan intermediate step. We only use the jpd as a conceptual entity. The entropyof N de�ned by a jpd P is H(N) = �Px P (x) log(P (x)):Let X, Y and Z be three subsets of N . X and Y are conditionally indepen-dent given Z, denoted Ind(X;Z; Y ), i� P (xjyz) = P (xjz) whenever P (yz) > 0.Since we use graphs to represent independency relations among variables,we will use nodes and variables interchangeably. An undirected graph G is anindependency map (I-map) of a PM M over N if there is an one-to-one cor-respondence between nodes of G and variables in N such that for all disjointsubsets X, Y and Z of N we have < XjZjY > ) Ind(X;Z; Y ). An I-mapguarantees that variables graphically separated are independent. However, itdoes not guarantee that variables graphically connected are necessarily depen-dent. Conversely, G is a D-map of M , if Ind(X;Z; Y ) ) < XjZjY >. Wecall G a perfect map of M if it is both a I-map and a D-map. For a formaltreatment of graphical representation of dependency models, see Pearl [13].Among possible I-maps of a given PM, we only consider those that arechordal due to many desirable properties of chordal graphs [5, 13, 10, 7]. Toquantify the strength of dependencies, we associate a chordal I-map with aprobability distribution de�ned as follows: Let M be a PM over a set Nof variables, G = (N;E) be a chordal graph and F be a JF of G. LetCi be a clique of F and Sj be a sepset of F . Let P (Ci) and P (Sj) be themarginal distributions over Ci and Sj , respectively, de�ned by M . The jpdP = (Qi P (Ci))=(Qj P (Sj)) is called the projected distribution of M on G (oron F ). The entropy of N de�ned by P can be obtained byH(N) =PiH(Ci)�PjH(Sj) [16]. Whenever < XjZjY > holds in G (or F ), Ind(X;Z; Y ) musthold in P of M on G (or F ). Therefore, we shall say that Ind(X;Z; Y ) isimplied by G (or F ).Given a PM M over N and a chordal graph G = (N;E), we shall call the3



pair (G;P ) aMarkov network (MN) ofM , where P is the projected distributionof M on G. We shall call G the structure of the MN, and P the distributionof the MN. A Markov network de�nes a probabilistic model1.3 The Learning AlgorithmOur objective is to learn a MN (G;P ) of a given PM M over a set N ofvariables. Ideally, we would like G to be a minimal I-map [13] of M , i.e.,an I-map that includes no superuous links. Since the problem of learning aminimal I-map is NP-hard [1], we settle to develop an algorithm that learnse�ciently (G;P ) such that G is close to a minimal I-map. A description of thealgorithm and the preliminary experimental results can be found in [16]. Herewe briey review the basic ideas and present the algorithm in pseudocode.To measure the closeness of (G;P ) to M , we adopt the Kullback-Leiblercross-entropy [9]: K(PM ; P ) = Px PM (x) log(PM (x)=P (x)); where PM is thetrue jpd de�ned by M and x is a con�guration of N . The MN that mini-mizes K(PM ; P ) will be taken as an approximation of M2. Since K(PM ; P ) =H(N)�HM (N) [16], where H(N) is the entropy of N de�ned by P andHM (N)de�ned by M , minimizing K(PM ; P ) can be achieved by simply minimizingH(N). One can minimizeH(N) by an exhaustive search of all MNs, which iscomputationally intractable. Instead, we have developed the following greedyalgorithm to �nd an approximate MN for M .Algorithm 1Input:A probabilistic model M over a set N of variables, and a threshold �.begin construct a graph G = (N;E) with the set of links E = �;compute the projected distribution P of M on G;compute entropy h from P , h :=PxH(fxg);h0 := h, G0 := G, P 0 := P , done := true;repeatfor each pair x; y 2 N such that (x; y) 62 E, doif G00 = (N;E [ f(x; y)g) is chordal, thencompute the junction forest F 00 of G00;compute the projected distribution P 00 of M on F 00;compute entropy h00 from P 00, h00 :=PiH(Ci) �Pj H(Sj),where Ci is a clique of F 00 and Sj is a sepset of F 00;if h00 < h0, then h0 := h00, G0 := G00, P 0 := P 00;if h� h0 � �, then h := h0,G := G0,P := P 0,done := false;else done := true;until done = true or G becomes a complete graph;return G and P ;endThe algorithm starts with an empty graph. At each step, it searches all1Markov network is used in [13] to denote a minimal I-map of a dependency model. Weuse the term to mean the graph and the associated distribution as a whole, since what wecall projected distribution is sometimes referred to as Markov distribution in the literature[5]. We do not require the structure of a Markov network to be a minimal I-map.2We will show that it is always possible to obtain P = PM . The MN (G;P ) is consideredas an approximation in the sense that G may not be a perfect map of M .4



possible links and adds to the current graph the link that minimizes the en-tropy. It terminates when no additional link can cause signi�cant (larger thanthe threshold) decrease of the entropy. It can be easily veri�ed that the algo-rithm runs in O(n4) time in the worst case, where n is the cardinality of N .Refer to [16] for how to choose an appropriate threshold �.To illustrate Algorithm 1, we use a given PM M whose perfect map isdepicted in Figure 1. The two marginal distributions necessary to specify Mis given in Table 1. The numbers (search step index) in Figure 1 indicate theorder in which links are added by the algorithm.
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6Figure 1: A Markov network.p(i0 & l0 & j0 & k0) = 0:47879 p(i0 & m0 & j0 & k0) = 0:45359p(i0 & l0 & j0 & k1) = 0:11339 p(i0 & m0 & j0 & k1) = 0:11969p(i0 & l0 & j1 & k0) = 0:04927 p(i0 & m0 & j1 & k0) = 0:03360p(i0 & l0 & j1 & k1) = 0:00840 p(i0 & m0 & j1 & k1) = 0:00770p(i0 & l1 & j0 & k0) = 0:02520 p(i0 & m1 & j0 & k0) = 0:05040p(i0 & l1 & j0 & k1) = 0:01260 p(i0 & m1 & j0 & k1) = 0:00630p(i0 & l1 & j1 & k0) = 0:00672 p(i0 & m1 & j1 & k0) = 0:02240p(i0 & l1 & j1 & k1) = 0:00560 p(i0 & m1 & j1 & k1) = 0:00630p(i1 & l0 & j0 & k0) = 0:15119 p(i1 & m0 & j0 & k0) = 0:14040p(i1 & l0 & j0 & k1) = 0:02700 p(i1 & m0 & j0 & k1) = 0:02970p(i1 & l0 & j1 & k0) = 0:00960 p(i1 & m0 & j1 & k0) = 0:00960p(i1 & l0 & j1 & k1) = 0:00060 p(i1 & m0 & j1 & k1) = 0:00180p(i1 & l1 & j0 & k0) = 0:06480 p(i1 & m1 & j0 & k0) = 0:07559p(i1 & l1 & j0 & k1) = 0:02700 p(i1 & m1 & j0 & k1) = 0:02430p(i1 & l1 & j1 & k0) = 0:01440 p(i1 & m1 & j1 & k0) = 0:01440p(i1 & l1 & j1 & k1) = 0:00540 p(i1 & m1 & j1 & k1) = 0:00420Table 1: Marginal distributions for the two cliques in Figure 1.4 I-mapness of the AlgorithmA fundamental question that one must answer is whether, given an arbitraryPM M , Algorithm 1 will return a MN (G;P ) such that G is an I-map of Mand P = PM , where PM is the jpd de�ned by M .It seems possible that, at some stage while P 6= PM , the algorithm can addno single link to the current G such that (1) the resultant G is chordal and (2)the entropy is decreased. The e�ects of (1) and (2) may only be obtained byadding multiple links at a time. The algorithm would terminate prematurelyif that is the case.In the following, we show that Algorithm 1 will always return a MN (G;P )such that G is an I-map of M and P = PM . We will establish the results5



through a series of propositions and a �nal theorem, which also lead to abetter understanding of the working mechanism of the algorithm.Proposition 2 shows that if the entropy of the current MN (G;P ) is notminimum, it must contain a false independence relation.Proposition 2 Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables. Let(G;P ) be a Markov network of M . Let HM (N) be the entropy of N de�ned byM , and H(N) be the entropy of N de�ned by P .If H(N) > HM (N), there exist three disjoint subsets X, Z and Y of Nsuch that Ind(X;Z; Y ) holds in P but does not hold in M .Proof:Suppose H(N) > HM (N). The graph G is not completely connected, sinceotherwise we would have P = PM and H(N) = HM (N). This implies thatG has more than one clique, or equivalently, the JF F of G has at least twonodes. Let C0 be a leaf node of F . If C0 is the only node of a JT in F , letS0 = �. Otherwise, let S0 be the sepset of C0 with its unique adjacent clique.Then P satis�es Ind(C0 n S0; S0; N n C0).If Ind(C0 n S0; S0; N n C0) does not hold in M , the proof is complete.Suppose Ind(C0 n S0; S0; N n C0) holds in M . Let N0 denote the set S0 [(N n C0). We have PM = PM (N0)PM (C0)=PM (S0), which implies HM (N) =HM (N0)+HM (C0)�HM (S0). On the other hand, H(N) = H(N0)+H(C0)�H(S0) = H(N0) + HM (C0) � HM (S0), where H(N0) is computed from theprojected distribution P of M on the subgraph of F without the node C0.Denote this subgraph by F0 (a JF). The above implies H(N0) > HM (N0).Since H(N0) > HM (N0), we can repeat the above procedure on F0. Be-cause F has only �nite number of nodes, eventually an independence relationInd(X;Z; Y ) in P will be found that does not hold in M . We will show thatthe contrary will lead to a contradiction.Suppose such an Ind(X;Z; Y ) has not been found when F is reduced to onlytwo nodes: C1 and C2 with the sepset S1;2. By the above argument, we haveH(C1[C2) > HM (C1[C2), where H(C1[C2) is computed from the projecteddistribution P of M on the subgraph of F with only nodes C1 and C2. SinceP satis�es Ind(C1 n S1;2; S1;2; C2 n S1;2), we obtain H(C1 [ C2) = HM (C1) +HM (C2) �HM (S1;2). If Ind(C1 n S1;2; S1;2; C2 n S1;2) holds in M as well, thenmarginalization produces PNn(C1[C2) PM = PM (C1)PM (C2)=PM (S1;2). This isequivalent to HM (C1 [ C2) = HM (C1) + HM (C2) � HM (S1;2), which impliesH(C1 [ C2) = HM (C1 [ C2). Thus, we obtain a contradiction. 2The following lemma establishes a property of the well known average mu-tual information I(U ;V ) between two sets U and V of variables. We will usethis property in the proof of Proposition 4.Lemma 3 Let W be a set of variables and x and y be two distinct variablesnot contained in W . Then I(W [fxg; fyg)� I(fxg;fyg)� 0, and the equalityholds i� (if and only if) W is independent of y given x.Proof: 6



For simplicity, we will write Wx to denote W [ fxg.I(Wx; y)� I(x; y) = XWxy P (Wxy) log P (Wxy)P (Wx)P (y) �Xxy P (xy) log P (xy)P (x)P (y)= XWxy P (Wxy) log P (Wxy)P (x)P (y)P (Wx)P (y)P (xy) = XWxy P (Wxy) log P (W jxy)P (W jx) = I(W ; yjx)where I(W ; yjx) is the average conditional mutual information betweenW andy given x. It has been shown [4] that I(W ; yjx) � 0 and the equality holds i�W is independent of y given x. 2Proposition 4 says that if a link can be added to the current MN to removea false independence relation, then the addition must decease the entropy.Proposition 4 Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables. LetX, Y , Z, fag and fbg (fag [ fbg 6= �) be disjoint subsets of N . Let F0 be ajunction forest with two adjacent cliques X[Z[fag[fbg and Y [Z[fag[fbg.Let F1 be a junction forest with the same topology as F0 except the above twocliques are modi�ed into X [ Z [ fag and Y [ Z [ fbg. Let H0 and H1 be theentropies de�ned by the projected distributions of M on F0 and F1, respectively.If Ind(X[fag; Z; Y [fbg) does not hold in M , but Ind(X;Z[fag[fbg; Y )does, then H0 < H1.Proof:Again, Z [fag is written as Za. Since Ind(X;Zab; Y ) is implied by F0, wehave H0 = HM (XZab) +HM (Y Zab)�HM (Zab) + h, where h is the entropycontribution from cliques other than the two mentioned in the proposition.Since Ind(Xa;Z; Y b) is implied by F1, we have H1 = HM(XZa)+HM (Y Zb)�HM (Z) + h. BecauseHM (XZab) = HM (XZa) +HM (b)� IM(XZa; b)HM (Y Zab) = HM (Y Zb) +HM (a)� IM(Y Zb; a)HM (Zab) = HM (Z) +HM (a) +HM (b)� IM(Za; b)� IM(Z; a);we obtainH1 �H0 = [HM(XZa) +HM(Y Zb)�HM(Z)]� [HM(XZa) +HM(b)� IM (XZa; b)+HM(Y Zb) +HM(a) � IM (Y Zb; a)�HM(Z) �HM(a) �HM(b) + IM (Za; b) + IM (Z; a)]= (IM (XZa; b)� IM (Za; b)) + (IM (Y Zb; a)� IM (Z; a)):By Lemma 3, we have IM(XZa; b) � IM(Za; b) � 0 and IM(Y Zb; a) �IM(Z; a) � 0, and therefore H1�H0 � 0. The equality does not hold i� eitherInd(X;Za; b) does not hold or Ind(Y b; Z; a) does not hold in M .Using the contrapositive form of the following contraction condition [13] forprobabilistic models Ind(A;D;B)&Ind(A;DB;E) =) Ind(A;D;BE) whereA, B,D and E are disjoints sets, the assumption that Ind(Xa;Z; Y b) does nothold in M implies that either Ind(Y b; Z; a) does not hold or Ind(Y b; Za;X)does not hold. Ind(Y b; Za;X) does not hold implies that either Ind(X;Za; b)7



does not hold or Ind(X;Zab; Y ) does not hold. Since Ind(X;Zab; Y ) doeshold in M by assumption, that Ind(Xa;Z; Y b) does not hold in M impliesthat either Ind(Y b; Z; a) does not hold or Ind(X;Za; b) does not hold in M .This completes the proof. 2Note that Proposition 4 is still valid if the two singleton sets fag and fbgare replaced by general sets, though this generality is not needed in the paper.Proposition 5 says that if a false independence relation can be removed byadding a single link, then the resultant MN structure must be chordal.Proposition 5 Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables,(G;P ) be a Markov network of M , and F be a junction forest of G. LetX, Y , Z, fag and fbg be disjoint subsets of N such that at most one of fagand fbg is empty if Z = � and none is empty otherwise. Let X [ Z [ fag andY [ Z [ fbg be two adjacent cliques of F if Z 6= �.If Ind(X[fag; Z; Y [fbg) does not hold in M , but Ind(X;Z[fag[fbg; Y )does, then a single link can always be added to G (resulting in a new graph G0)such that Ind(X;Z [ fag [ fbg; Y ) is implied by G0, and G0 is chordal.Proof:Suppose Z = �. Then cliques Xa and Y b are disconnected in F .If fag 6= � and fbg = �, then it must be the case that Y 6= �. Otherwise,Ind(Xa;Z; Y b) = Ind(Xa; �; �) is always valid, which contradicts the assump-tion that Ind(Xa;Z; Y b) does not hold in M . If we form G0 by connecting ato any node y 2 Y , then G0 implies Ind(X; fag; Y ). Since the link (a; y) doesnot introduce any cycle, G0 is chordal.If fag 6= � and fbg 6= �, we can form G0 by connecting a to b, and then G0implies Ind(X; ab; Y ). Since (a; b) does not introduce any cycle, G0 is chordal.Now suppose Z 6= �. Then cliques XZa and Y Zb are connected in F .Since Z is the sepset between the two cliques in F , the node a is connected toevery node of Z in G, and so is b. Hence connecting a and b forms the cliqueZab in G0, which implies that the link (a; b) cannot create a cycle of length> 3 in G0. Therefore, G0 is chordal. Since all paths from X to Y in G0 aremediated through Zab, this implies Ind(X;Zab; Y ). 2Proposition 6 says that if the entropy of the current MN is not minimum,it is always possible to add a single link such that the resultant MN is chordaland the entropy is decreased.Proposition 6 Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables. Let(G;P ) be a Markov network of M . Let H(N) be the entropy of N de�ned byP , and HM (N) de�ned by M . If H(N) > HM (N), there exists a link L notcontained in G such that (1) the graph G0 resulting from adding L to G ischordal; and (2) H 0(N) < H(N), where H 0(N) is the entropy of N de�ned bythe projected distribution of M on G0.Proof:Suppose H(N) > HM (N). By Proposition 2, an independence relationInd(X;Z; Y ) that holds in P but not in M can be found.8



For any disjoint sets X, Y and Z such that Ind(X;Z; Y ) is false in M , wecan always �nd A � X and B � Y (at least one of A and B is nonempty) suchthat Ind(XnA;ZAB; Y nB) is true. This is because Ind(XnX;ZXY; Y nY ) =Ind(�;ZXY; �) is always true.According to the decomposition condition of a PM [13], Ind(XnA;ZAB; Y nB) implies Ind(�;ZAB; �) which states that variables in ZAB are dependenton each other and thus ZAB must be a clique in any I-map of M . It followsthat, for any pair of nodes a 2 A and b 2 B, Ind(�;Zab; �) holds in M .Since a is not directly connected to Y in G and b is not directly connectedto X, Ind(�;Zab; �) does not hold in P . We therefore have found an indepen-dence relation Ind(�;Zab; �) that does not hold in P but holds in M .Denote the graph resulting from adding the link (a; b) to G by G0. UsingProposition 4, if we let X = Y = �, F1 (F0) be the JF of G (G0), H(N)(H 0(N)) be the entropy de�ned by the projected distribution of M on F1 (F0),then we have H 0(N) < H(N). By Proposition 5, it follows that G0 is chordal.2Proposition 7 claims that Algorithm 1 will never halt prematurely.Proposition 7 LetM be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables. Algo-rithm 1 halts and returns a Markov network (G;P ) such that H(N) = HM (N),where H(N) is the entropy de�ned by P , and HM (N) de�ned by M .Proof:Algorithm 1 starts with a totally disconnected chordal graph G0. If thereexists a pair of nodes x; y 2 N (x 6= y) such that Ind(x; �; y) does not holdin M , then H0(N) > HM(N) by Proposition 4, where H0(N) is the entropyde�ned by the projected distribution of M on G0. According to Proposition 6,a link can be added to decrease H0(N) to H1(N). If there is still a falseindependence relation in G1, by applying Proposition 4 and Proposition 6,another link can be added to decrease H1(N) to H2(N).By repeatedly applying Proposition 4 and Proposition 6, Algorithm 1 willcapture more and more true dependencies. As soon as all the dependencerelations in M are captured in G, Algorithm 1 halts and returns (G;P ) suchthat H(N) = HM (N). There can be only �nite number, say m, of links givena �nite set of variables, and a completely connected graph Gm always satis�esHm(N) = HM (N). Thus Algorithm 1 always halts with H(N) = HM (N).2 Let us now state the �nal result about Algorithm 1 by Theorem 8.Theorem 8 Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables. Algo-rithm 1 halts and returns a Markov network (G;P ) such that G is an I-mapof M and P = PM .Proof:By Proposition 7, Algorithm 1 halts with H(N) = HM (N). The Kullback-Leibler cross entropy K(PM ; P ) = 0 i� P = PM . Since K(PM ; P ) = H(N) �HM (N) (Section 3), H(N) = HM (N) implies P = PM .9



To show the I-mapness, suppose G is not an I-map of M . Then there ex-ist three disjoint subsets X, Z and Y such that < XjZjY > holds in G butInd(X;Z; Y ) does not hold inM . < XjZjY > in G implies that Ind(X;Z; Y )holds in P . Hence Ind(X;Z; Y ) holds in P but not in M . According toProposition 4, H(N) can be further decreased below HM (N), which is a con-tradiction. 2To illustrate Proposition 2 through Theorem 8, we use the example PMMwhose perfect map is depicted in Figure 1. Table 2 shows the false indepen-dence relation removed and the corresponding valid relation learned at eachsearch step. The �rst column of Table 2 shows the search step index. Thesecond column shows the false independence relation that holds in the currentMN but not in M . The third column shows the independence relation thatholds inM and is learned at the current step. The next �ve columns show thesets involved in the two independence relations. The last column shows theentropy after the current search step, which decreases as learning proceeds.We have used the simpli�ed set notation in the table. Note that Ind(�; il; �)implies that variables i and l are not conditionally independent of any set ofvariables.Step Ind(Xa;Z; Y b) Ind(X;Zab; Y ) X Y Z a b H1 Ind(i; �; l) Ind(�; il; �) � � � i l 2:32052 Ind(l; �; k) Ind(�; lk; �) � � � l k 2:27573 Ind(j; �;m) Ind(�; jm; �) � � � j m 2:25504 Ind(k; �; l) Ind(�; kl; �) � � � k l 2:24805 Ind(i;m; j) Ind(�; imj; �) � � m i j 2:24366 Ind(j; i; l) Ind(�; jil; �) � � i j l 2:23307 Ind(i; l; k) Ind(�; ilk; �) � � l i k 2:23178 Ind(j; il; k) Ind(�; ijkl; �) � � il j k 2:23069 Ind(k; ij;m) Ind(�; ijkm; �) � � ij k m 2:2278Table 2: False independence relation removed at each search step.5 Learning a Minimal I-mapIn general, Algorithm 1 does not necessarily produce a minimal I-map . Fig-ure 2 (left) shows the perfect map of a PMM . The two marginal distributionsof M are listed in the upper part of Table 3. Algorithm 1 learns the perfectmap correctly. However, if we weaken the strength of dependency between band d (b inuences d with only one eighth the strength as before when c = c1)by changing two items of the distribution as shown in the lower part of Table 3,Algorithm 1 learns the structure depicted in Figure 2 (right), which is not aminimal I-map of M . From our experience, such situation only occurs whendependence relations between some variables are very weak.Since the problem of learning a minimal I-map is NP-hard [1], it is notsurprising that the O(n4) time algorithm does not produce a minimal I-map inevery case. However, we would like to know under what conditions Algorithm 1does return a minimal I-map.Proposition 9 says that, if variables a and b are dependent, and a and c areeither marginally independent or independent given b, then Algorithm 1 willprefer to connect a and b rather than a and c.10
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b cFigure 2: Comparison of two Markov networks.p(a0 & b0 & c0) = 0:0225 p(b0 & c0 & d0) = 0:0445p(a0 & b0 & c1) = 0:0675 p(b0 & c0 & d1) = 0:0049p(a0 & b1 & c0) = 0:0025 p(b0 & c1 & d0) = 0:1764p(a0 & b1 & c1) = 0:0075 p(b0 & c1 & d1) = 0:0441p(a1 & b0 & c0) = 0:0270 p(b1 & c0 & d0) = 0:0773p(a1 & b0 & c1) = 0:1530 p(b1 & c0 & d1) = 0:0331p(a1 & b1 & c0) = 0:1080 p(b1 & c1 & d0) = 0:0929p(a1 & b1 & c1) = 0:6120 p(b1 & c1 & d1) = 0:5265� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��p(b0 & c1 & d0) = 0:02205 p(b0 & c1 & d1) = 0:19845Table 3: Upper: Marginal distributions for the two cliques in Figure 2 (left).Lower: Modi�ed probabilities for the lower clique in Figure 2 (left).Proposition 9 Let M be a probabilistic model over a set N of variables. Leta; b; c 2 N be distinct such that Ind(a; �; b) does not hold in M . Let (G =(N;E); P ) be a Markov network such that the component of G that contains acontains neither b nor c. Let G1 = (N;E[f(a; b)g) and G2 = (N;E[f(a; c)g).Let (G1; P1) and (G2; P2) be Markov networks of M , and H1(N) and H2(N)be entropies de�ned by P1 and P2, respectively.Then, we have H1(N) < H2(N) if (1) Ind(a; �; c) holds in M , or (2)Ind(a; b; c) holds in M but Ind(a; c; b) does not.Proof:That a and b are in di�erent components implies that the addition of link(a; b) will form a new clique in G1 that contains only a and b. Hence,H1(N) =H(N) +HM (ab)�HM(a)�HM (b), where H(N) is the entropy de�ned by P ,and HM (ab) is the entropy of the new clique de�ned by M .Similarly, that a and c are in di�erent components implies that the additionof link (a; c) will form a new clique in G2 that contains only a and c. Therefore,H2(N) = H(N) +HM (ac)�HM (a)�HM (c): We haveH2(N)�H1(N) = HM(ac)�HM(c)�HM(ab) +HM (b)= [HM(a) +HM(c)� IM(a; c)]�HM(c)� [HM(a) +HM (b)� IM (a; b)]+HM(b)= IM(a; b)� IM (a; c):If Ind(a; �; c) holds in M , then IM(a; c) = 0. Since Ind(a; �; b) does nothold in M , we have H2(N)�H1(N) = IM(a; b) > 0.On the other hand, if Ind(a; b; c) holds in M , thenIM(a; b)� IM(a; c) = [IM(a; c) + IM(a; bjc)]� IM(a; c) = IM(a; bjc) >= 0;11



with equality i� Ind(a; c; b) holds in M . Since Ind(a; c; b) does not hold byassumption, IM(a; b)� IM(a; c) > 0. 2Lemma 10 Let M be a probabilistic model with a minimal I-map GM =(N;EM ) such that GM is a tree, and let PM be strictly positive. Then, forany three distinct variables a; b; c 2 N , Ind(a; b; c) and Ind(a; c; b) can notboth be true in M .Proof:Ind(a; b; c) implies PM (ajbc) = PM (ajb) and Ind(a; c; b) implies PM (ajbc) =PM (ajc). In order for PM (ajbc) = PM (ajc) = PM (ajb) > 0 to hold for allpossible combinations of values of b and c, it must be the case that PM (ajbc) =PM (a). This means that a is marginally independent of b and c in M . SinceGM is a minimal I-map of M , a must be disconnected from b and c in GM ,which contradicts to the fact that GM is a tree. 2Theorem 11 Let M be a probabilistic model with a minimal I-map GM suchthat GM is singly connected (no more than one path between any pair of vari-ables), and let PM be strictly positive. Then Algorithm 1 returns a Markovnetwork whose structure is GM .Proof:Because GM is singly connected, for any two variables a and c inM , eitherInd(a; �; c) or Ind(�; ac; �) or Ind(a; b; c) where b is a distinct variable on thepath between a and c in GM .Denote GM = (N;EM ). Algorithm 1 starts with G = (N;�). Suppose (a; c)is selected as the �rst link to be added and (a; c) 62 EM . Then either Ind(a; �; c)or there exists a b 2 N such that Ind(a; b; c). According to Lemma 10, in thesecond case, Ind(a; c; b) must be false in M .Let the MN resulting from adding (a; b) to G be (G1; P1) and the entropyde�ned by P1 be H1(N). Let the MN resulting from adding (a; c) to G be(G2; P2) and the entropy de�ned by P2 be H2(N). By Proposition 9, we haveH1(N) < H2(N). Thus (a; c) could not have been selected by Algorithm 1.We therefore conclude that the �rst link added must be in GM .Suppose the current graph G = (N;E) satis�es E � EM . We claim that,if the next link added by Algorithm 1 is (a; b), a and b must be in di�erentcomponents of G. Suppose a and b are in the same component of G. SinceGM is singly connected and E � EM , adding (a; b) to G (resulting in G1 =(N;E [ f(a; b)g)) must introduce a loop, which implies (a; b) 62 EM . Since Gis singly connected but G1 is multiply connected and is chordal required byAlgorithm 1, there must be a variable c in G such that fa; b; cg is a cliquein G1. Since G is a subgraph of GM and (a; b) 62 EM , it must be true thatInd(a; c; b) holds in M . This implies H1(abc) = H(ac) +H(bc)�H(c), whereH1 (H) is the entropy computed based on G1 (G). This in turn implies thatH1 = H. Therefore, the link (a; b) could not have been selected.Now, we only have to show that, if (a; b) is added next by Algorithm 1 andit connects two components of G, it must be the case (a; b) 2 EM . Otherwise,12



either Ind(a; �; b) holds in M , in which case a and b are disconnected in GM ,or there exists c such that Ind(a; c; b) holds inM and Ind(a; b; c) does not holdin M , in which case a and b are indirectly connected in GM .If Ind(a; c; b) holds in M , let the MN resulting from adding (a; b) to G be(G1; P1), and the entropy de�ned by P1 be H1(N). Let the MN resulting fromadding (a; c) to G be (G2; P2), and the entropy de�ned by P2 be H2(N). ByProposition 9, we have H2(N) < H1(N). Hence, the link (a; b) could not havebeen selected by the algorithm.If Ind(a; �; b) holds in M , connecting a and b modi�es the entropy by anamount H1(ab)�H1(a)�H1(b) = 0, and therefore (a; b) could not have beenselected by the algorithm. 2Since Algorithm 1 adds no superuous links when learning a singly con-nected PM, and a singly connected graph of n nodes can have no more thann� 1 links, we can lower the computational complexity of the algorithm.Corollary 12 Let M be a PM with a minimal I-map GM such that GM issingly connected, and let PM be strictly positive. Then Algorithm 1 returns aMN with structure GM in O(n3) time.6 Related WorkComparison with Chow and LiuChow and Liu [2] developed an O(n2) algorithm to approximate optimally ajpd by a projected distribution on a tree (connected and singly connected)for the purpose of storage savings. However, presuming a tree structure isinadequate for learning a PM in an arbitrary domain.Our method uses the same Kullback-Leibler cross-entropy as a measure ofcloseness as Chow and Liu. Algorithm 1, however, can learn a disconnected andmultiply connected PM. The price is the increased complexity O(n4). Whenthe underlying PM is indeed a tree, Algorithm 1 produces the correct modelin O(n3) time as stated in Corollary 12.Comparison with Ku and KullbackThe method suggested by Ku and Kullback [8] allows any lower-order marginaldistributions to be used in approximating a jpd with a convergent iterative pro-cedure. The resultant jpd is more accurate than that obtained by the methodof Chow and Liu. However, their method does not learn the dependency struc-ture. Furthermore, since the probability of each con�guration of N must beestimated at each iteration, the method requires execution time exponentialin the cardinality of N .Comparison with methods for learning a Bayesian networkPearl [13] showed that directionality makes Bayesian networks (BNs) a richerlanguage in expressing dependencies. For instance, an induced dependency canbe expressed by a BN but not by a MN. Contrary to the methods that learna BN [6, 3, 15, 13], our method does not discover directions of dependencies.On the other hand, one important application of BNs is to compute posterior13



marginal probabilities. An elegant algorithm for doing that in a multiplyconnected BN is the junction tree method by Jensen et al.[7] whose underlyingrun time representation is a MN (in terms of its JT). In converting the originalBN into a MN and then a JT, directionality is discarded. Therefore, as longas computing posterior marginal probabilities is concerned, a MN is equallyexpressive as a BN.Jensen's method can be extended to probabilistic inference with multiplysectioned Bayesian networks in a single agent oriented system [20, 19] as wellas a multiagent distributed interpretation system [18]. The run time repre-sentation is a set of MNs (in terms of a set of JTs). These approaches alsohighlight the usefulness of the MN representation.It has been shown [17] that computation of posterior marginal probabilitiesof a BN can be performed using an extended relational database once the BN isconverted into its equivalent MN. This implies that once a PM is expressed interms of a MN, probabilistic reasoning can be easily performed using standardrelational DBMSs.Comparison with KutatoThe procedure Kutato developed by Herskovits and Cooper [6] bears muchresemblance to Algorithm 1. Kutato learns a BN. In contrast, Algorithm 1learns a MN. Both employ greedy search, and have similar time complexity.However, Algorithm 1 is based on the minimization of Kullback-Leiblercross-entropy. As claimed, \Kutato is an e�cient system for approximatingthemaximum-entropy distribution of a database" [6]. The I-mapness of Kutatohas not been formally established. We believe that it can be achieved with ananalysis similar to what we have presented in this paper.Comparison with learning classi�cation rules or decision treesMany machine learning systems [14, 11, 12, 21] aim at generating explicit clas-si�cation rules or decision trees. Generation of rules or trees from observationscan be more e�cient than learning domain models, but the applicability of theresults are also limited. Decision rules or trees are too rigid with respect tothe decision variables as they are �xed once the rules or trees are generated.Decision rules and trees are also rigid in the number of variables whose valuesmust be observed before a rule can be �red or a terminal node in a tree canbe reached.Systems that learn a MN or a BN, on the other hand, are more exible.A MN or a BN captures the domain independence relations without beingcommitted a priori to particular decision variables and particular patterns ofobservations.References[1] R.R. Bouckaert. Properties of bayesian belief network learning algorithms. In R. Lopez de Mantaras andD. Poole, editors, Proc. of Tenth Conference on Uncertainty in Arti�cial Intelligence, pages 102{109,Seattle, Washington, 1994. Morgan Kaufmann.[2] C.K. Chow and C.N. Liu. Approximating discrete probability distributions with dependence trees.IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, (14):462{467, 1968.14
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